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Nonlinear resonance techniques have been shown to be sensitive to microcracking in
materials, including alkali-silica reaction (ASR) damage in concrete. However, application
of nonlinear resonance tests have been limited due to the difficulty of application to large-
scale field structures and the inability to quantitatively relate material nonlinearity with
damage development. In this study, the development of ASR in concrete prisms and large
concrete beam specimens of varying aggregate types and specimen sizes was monitored
using linear and nonlinear resonance techniques.
For the concrete prisms, although the linear resonance frequency test could detect ini-
tiation and development of ASR damage in specimens with the reactive coarse aggregate,
it failed in the specimens with the reactive fine aggregate. As a comparison, the nonlin-
ear resonance test results not only detected the initiation of ASR damage for specimens
of both reactive aggregate types, but also showed a strong correlation with ASR damage
progression.
A nonlinear impact-echo (IE) method was proposed for concrete damage evaluation on
large structures. The nonlinear IE method is similar to the nonlinear resonance test, but it
excites the local thickness resonance mode. The method was validated on various beam
specimens and the results demonstrate that the nonlinear IE method is more sensitive than
the linear IE test and can be used for damage evaluation of large-scale concrete structures.
The nonlinear results from the prisms and beam specimens were used to form quantitative
relationships between expansion and material nonlinearity that can be used to assess ASR
damage without a baseline (initial) measurement.
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Alkali-silica reaction (ASR) is a deleterious reaction that can cause substantial damage in
concrete structures. The damage is caused in part by the reaction product formed during
ASR, alkali-silica gel, which when exposed to moisture, swells and causes expansion and
cracking. ASR has been identified as a cause of degradation in numerous transportation,
hydroelectric, and nuclear power plant concrete structures. Risk of damage to structures
currently being constructed is very low if proper mitigation methods are followed. Despite
this, structures currently in service that were constructed prior to this knowledge are at risk.
The Department of Energy (DOE) Light Water Reactor Sustainability (LWRS) program
researches various ways to improve the reliability, sustainability, safety, and ability to ex-
tend the operation of America’s nuclear power plants. The LWRS program has identified
ASR damage to concrete structures as a significant challenge to nuclear power plants gain-
ing second license renewals to 80 operational years. The ability to diagnose the extent
of ASR damage in existing structures, along with prognosis of long-term performance is
crucial. The current need is to develop methods to effectively quantify and diagnosis ASR
in existing structures. Linear and nonlinear acoustic techniques have shown the ability to
2
detect damage in concrete, with nonlinear techniques being more sensitive. In this study
the use of linear and nonlinear acoustic NDT techniques are evaluated on concrete prisms
and large beam specimens undergoing ASR.
Quantitative evaluation methods for ASR damage include expansion monitoring and
stress wave based nondestructive testing (NDT) methods. Crack initiation and develop-
ment in concrete will cause scattering and attenuation of stress waves, therefore wave
propagation parameters have the potential for in-situ evaluation of ASR damage. Stress
wave NDT methods can be classified as linear and nonlinear methods. Commonly used
linear techniques include monitoring the resonance frequency (ASTM C215 [5]), and ul-
trasonic pulse velocity (UPV) of a specimen [6]. Giannini et al. [7] investigated linear NDT
tests, including UPV, impact-echo, surface wave velocity and transmission, and the reso-
nance frequency method. They found that although the UPV results showed about a 10%
decrease for expansion levels of 0.35% ∼ 0.45%, it was very difficult to obtain consistent
UPV measurements. Resonant frequency tests on core samples showed high sensitivity
at low ASR expansion levels, but the frequency drop became saturated at high expansion
levels.
Even if these tests can be performed on laboratory specimens in a well controlled con-
dition, factors not contributing to material damage, such as aggregate type, can have a
significant impact on linear analysis parameters (wave velocity, resonant frequency, etc.).
This necessitates the use of a baseline measurement and limits the ability of linear analy-
sis to be effective in concrete damage characterization. Nonlinear techniques, such as the
nonlinear impact resonance frequency technique (NIRAS), have been shown to be highly
sensitive to microdamage in concrete prisms. Other methods have been used and have
shown promising results for nonlinear testing in large-scale structures, such as the use of
nonlinear Rayleigh surface waves. However, for nonlinear Rayleigh surface wave mon-
itoring, the method by nature only detects near surface damage. In general, application
3
of nonlinear techniques to large-scale field structures and the ability to quantify results to
allow for comparison across multiple specimens remains a challenge.
1.2 Objectives
The objectives of this study were to further research and expand on the use of the NIRAS
method in concrete prisms, develop a nonlinear technique to allow for ASR damage charac-
terization in large-scale concrete structures and to build a quantitative relationship between
ASR damage and material nonlinearity in both the concrete prisms and the large concrete
beams.
Concrete prism specimens were cast with various mix designs and using different re-
active aggregate types (fine and coarse). Linear resonance and the NIRAS technique were
used to track the change of linear and nonlinear parameters, and form a quantitative rela-
tionship with specimen expansion. Petrographic analysis was performed to build an under-
standing of the underlying damage mechanisms.
For testing of the large beam specimens, a nonlinear impact-echo (IE) method was
proposed for concrete damage evaluation. Similar to the NIRAS test which measures the
resonance mode of small concrete samples, the fundamental IE mode of concrete speci-
mens was measured under multiple impacts with increasing amplitudes. The relative IE
frequency shift is correlated with the amplitude of the impact responses and a nonlinear pa-
rameter α is extracted from the correlation and a quantitative correlation between specimen
expansion and material nonlinearity is developed.
1.3 Thesis summary
This thesis is organized into seven chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction into the
background and objectives of this research study. A literature review detailing the ASR
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mechanism and effects, along with current linear NDT techniques used for ASR detection
is found in Chapter 2. Nonlinear NDT techniques and a new nonlinear technique (nonlinear
IE) for ASR characterization in large-scale structures is proposed in Chapter 3. A detailed
look at the specimen design and fabrication is found in Chapter 4, and the results obtained
from testing and monitoring the concrete prisms and large beam specimens are found in
Chapter 5 and 6 respectively. Finally, major findings from this study and recommendations




In this chapter, the mechanism and effects of alkali-silica reaction are detailed, along with
techniques used to detect and characterize alkali-silica reaction. The ASR detection tech-
niques discussed include visual methods and linear NDT techniques, such as the resonant
frequency, ultrasonic pulse velocity, and impact-echo tests.
2.1 Alkali-silica reaction
Alkali-silica reaction (ASR) is one of the two types of recognized alkali-aggregate reactions
(AAR), the other being alkali-carbonate reaction (ACR). While both ASR and ACR are
concerns to concrete structures, ASR is paramount because aggregates containing reactive
silica are more common [8]. ASR and ACR are similar in cause and in deleterious nature,
however the process to identify and mitigate these reactions are different. This project
tested specimens undergoing ASR.
ASR, under expansive conditions, results in various forms of cracking and concrete
damage. The first to document and describe this process was Thomas E. Stanton of the
California State Division of Highways in 1940 [9]. ASR became more prominent in the
time following its discovery, due to the materials used to cast concrete and the aging of
6
concrete structures. However, because of this, strides have been made in understanding
the mechanism of ASR and mitigating its deleterious symptoms. Beginning in 1974, 15
international conferences on alkali-aggregate reaction (ICAAR) have been held, the latest
of which took place in Sao Paulo, Brazil. Many countries attend these conferences and
present new findings, driving the knowledge of ASR forward.
Several mitigation methods have been discovered and tested to significantly lower the
probability of ASR damage occurring. These methods include using pozzolans, using low-
alkali cement, using lithium admixtures, or avoiding the use of deleteriously-reactive aggre-
gates altogether. Using pozzolans, or supplementary cementitious materials (SCM), effec-
tively reduce the alkalinity of the pore solution, which reduces the permeability and mass
transport of concrete [10]. Deleteriously-reactive aggregates can be determined through
ASTM C1260 [11] (accelerated mortar bar test) and ASTM C1293 [12] (concrete prism
test). The ability to readily identify reactive aggregates is crucial to preventing ASR.
The prominence of ASR has increased in the last 20 years as visible evidence of cracked
structures have emerged. This has been caused in part due to changing characteristics of
concrete ingredient materials [13]. Reliable mitigation techniques have now been well
established, which has greatly reduced the risk of damage to structures currently being
constructed if proper mitigation methods are followed. However, structures currently in
service are at risk. Developing methods to effectively quantify and diagnosis ASR in exist-
ing structures, as well as slow or stop the reaction is of great importance.
2.1.1 Mechanism
ASR is a deleterious reaction between the alkaline pore solution of concrete and various
forms of silica contained in aggregates. The alkaline solution reacts with the siliceous ag-
gregates, and an alkali-silica gel product is formed. This gel, when exposed to moisture,
swells and causes cracking and specimen expansion. As the specimen cracks, it becomes
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prone to more moisture infiltration, leading to increased swelling and vulnerability to other
deleterious mechanisms. Continued expansion from various mechanisms leads to greater
cracking, localized crushing, surface pop-outs, and discoloration. For ASR to occur there
must be the presence of reactive aggregates, high alkali concentration in the concrete ma-
trix, and adequate moisture [14]. This mechanism can be seen in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Alkali-silica reaction mechanism
A photo from the petrographic analysis of a concrete specimen undergoing ASR can
be seen in Figure 2.2. The petrographic analysis used in this case utilizes a uranyl acetate
staining technique that helps with identifying the ASR gel. This process highlights the ASR
gel in the macrocrack, which spans from the edge of the aggregate into the cement paste.
The ASR gel begins forming around the reactive aggregate, which leads to cracking around
or in the aggregate. When the existing crack and gel expand, the cracking will permeate
away from the reactive aggregate and cause cracking randomly throughout the specimen.
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Figure 2.2: ASR cracking expansion [1]
2.1.2 Effects
When ASR is present, many deleterious effects occur in concrete. The most common and
noticeable symptom of ASR in concrete is cracking caused by expansion. A more unique
effect is caused by the ASR gel formed through the ASR mechanism, which often can
result in white staining and discoloration of the concrete surface. Other common indicators
of ASR include: misaligned structural elements, localized crushing, surface pop-outs, and
discolorations and extrusion of joint material. The effects of ASR, including cracking and
impact on mechanical properties of concrete and structural behavior is discussed in this
section.
2.1.2.1 Cracking
The most prevalent effect of ASR is cracking. However, the type of structure, whether
it is reinforced or not, its intended use and purpose, and the type of loading applied will
influence the kind of effect cracking will have on the concrete. ASR first results in microc-
racking in the aggregate and interfacial transition zone, which under large expansion results
in surface cracking. The way in which the surface cracks propagate is different depending
on the reinforcement pattern in the structure.
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In this project large unreinforced and 2-D reinforced concrete beams were cast and
studied. In unreinforced structures, cracking propagates in a random pattern referred to
as map-cracking. Nothing is restraining expansion in any direction in an unreinforced
structure, leading to the random orientation of cracking. In structures that are reinforced,
expansion is limited in the directions of the reinforcement. The expansion mechanism then
results in cracking in the direction perpendicular to the direction of expansion.
For example, in the 2-D reinforced beam specimen used in this study, the reinforcement
limits expansion in both the longitudinal and vertical directions. Because of this, most ex-
pansion will occur in the transverse direction, resulting in cracking in the perpendicular,
longitudinal direction. Typically in concrete columns the cracking will be aligned verti-
cally, in the direction of the column, due to loading type and reinforcement pattern. Map
cracking caused by ASR in an unreinforced beam can be seen in Figure 2.3 and ASR crack-
ing limited to the direction perpendicular to dominant expansion in a reinforced specimen
is shown in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.3: Map cracking in unreinforced specimen
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Figure 2.4: ASR cracking in reinforced specimen
2.1.2.2 Pop-outs
Pop-outs are small (up to 6 mm in width and 3 mm in depth) holes in the concrete surface
that occurs when an aggregate near the surface or a part of the cement paste is removed.
Pop-outs can be caused by a variety of deleterious mechanisms, one being ASR. In the
case of ASR, the bond between aggregates and the cement matrix can be weakened due to
the expansion caused by the ASR gel. This weak bond leaves the concrete susceptible to
pop-outs. A concrete surface with pop-outs can be seen in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Pop-out on concrete surface [2]
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2.1.2.3 Mechanical properties of concrete
The mechanical properties of concrete undergoing ASR are diminished as ASR damage
propagates [15]. In many cases, when ASR damage is present, the stiffness (Young’s mod-
ulus of elasticity) of a concrete sample is decreased. When cracking occurs due to ASR,
generally the cracking results in a decrease in the overall stiffness of the sample. Because
of this, monitoring the linear resonance frequency, which is linearly related to modulus of
elasticity, of a concrete specimen is a common technique to detect and characterize ASR
damage. Generally, ASR damage also results in a decrease in the compressive strength of
the concrete proportional to the amount of ASR damage. The extent of the decrease to
mechanical properties caused by ASR is dependent on many factors including aggregate
type and mix design. The effect of ASR on mechanical properties of concrete necessitates
effective NDT techniques that can not only detect ASR, but also characterize the current
state of the concrete structure.
2.2 ASR characterization techniques
The ability to confidently detect the presence of ASR is critical, as its effects have been
shown to be detrimental to concrete structures. In this section, common ASR characteriza-
tion techniques, such as expansion history monitoring, visual inspection and petrographic
analysis are described. Expansion measurements are a way to monitor the rate of crack
development in a concrete specimen, which is a symptom of ASR. ASR is commonly de-
tected by visual inspection or petrographic analysis, but the reliability of these techniques
depend heavily on the experience of the inspector.
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2.2.1 Expansion
The ASR mechanism, under the necessary conditions, results in specimen expansion. If
ASR is present in a concrete structure, the expansion history and total expansion percent-
age can be used to help estimate the current damage level of the structure and project the
future health of the structure. Specimen expansion measurements can also be used in lab
settings to characterize the potential level of reactivity of an aggregate or to verify the accu-
racy of other ASR characterization methods. ASTM C1293 [12], the standard test method
for determination of length change of concrete due to ASR, uses the measured expansion
percentage of concrete specimens over a testing period of one year to characterize the po-
tential reactivity of a given aggregate. Because many factors can contribute to specimen
expansion, ASTM C1293 has strict requirements for specimen preparation including mix
design, aggregate gradation and amount of added reagent to boost alkali content.
It is suggested that at the conclusion of the one year ASTM C1293 testing period an
aggregate can be reasonably classified as potentially reactive if the expansion is equal to
or greater than 0.04%. This criterion has been verified to be able to identify aggregates
of varying levels of reactivity, while not being overly aggressive as to commonly classify
nonreactive aggregates as potentially reactive [16, 17]. Expansion measurements are used
frequently to classify reactive aggregates or verify other ASR characterization tests, but are
not feasible to apply to large-scale structures, therefore their applications to field testing
and structural health monitoring is limited.
2.2.2 Visual inspection
Visual inspection, the process of visually identifying the damage type and extent of damage
in a concrete structure, is often a preliminary step to further testing. Visual inspection by
itself can not conclusively determine the damage mechanism the structure is undergoing
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and quantify the damage level, and results are dependent on the skill level of the inspector.
However, visual inspection is helpful in deciding if further testing is necessary, and what
testing to perform if it is found to be necessary. In the case of examining a structure
potentially undergoing ASR, visual inspection be used to identify the presence of map-
cracking, alkali-silica gel, pop-outs, or various other features.
Field identification handbooks give guidance on how to identify ASR and give detailed
descriptions and images of cracking and other effects of ASR in field structures such as
bridges and pavements [18, 19]. Other resources give specific guidelines on classifying
the level of ASR damage in specific structural elements based on crack width (for map-
cracking and parallel cracks), amount of alkali-silica gel seen on the concrete surface and
structure misalignment [20].
2.2.3 Petrographic analysis
ASR results in unique characteristics, such as cracking around and through reactive aggre-
gates and the alkali-silica gel, that can be seen through petrographic analysis. Petrographic
analysis can be performed on test specimens to assist in classifying the reactivity level
of aggregates or on core samples taken from large-scale structures in the field to evaluate
structural health. Petrographic analysis techniques are qualitative methods by nature, but
methods have been developed, such as the Damage Rating Index (DRI), that can be used to
attempt to quantify ASR damage through petrographic results.
Petrographic analysis can be used to identify if certain potentially reactive components
are found in aggregates. This can be performed through following ASTM C295 [21], the
standard guide for petrographic examination of aggregates for concrete. Identifying poten-
tially reactive components in aggregates should not be used to classify the reactivity levels
of aggregates without confirmation from other testing methods (such as the concrete prism
test), but it can be used to help diagnose an aggregate or validate results from another test.
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The ability to correctly identify potentially reactive components in an aggregate is depen-
dent on the skill level and experience of the petrographer, which introduces subjectivity
and presents potential unreliability.
Petrographic analysis is also used in identifying the presence of ASR products, includ-
ing alkali-silica gel, in concrete specimens to detect ASR. One way this is performed is
through using an scanning electron microscope with an energy dispersive X-Ray analyzer
[22]. Another method consists of staining the concrete surface with a uranyl acetate so-
lution and viewing the section under a UV light, which fluoresces the ASR gel making it
clearly visible [23]. This current understanding is that this process is caused by the uranyl
ions replacing the alkali in the alkali-silica gel, which results in a distinguished glow when
seen in the dark using short wavelength UV light [18].
Petrographic analysis is a form of qualitative analysis. However some methods, in-
cluding the Damage Rating Index (DRI) attempt to quantify damage through petrographic
analysis. DRI is a microscopic petrographic analysis technique, that is used to quantify
damage from deleterious mechanisms including ASR. The DRI method was created by Dr.
P.E. Grattan-Bellew [24] as way to quantify the extent of internal damage in concrete struc-
tures caused by ASR by counting damage features found through petrographic analysis.
Weighting factors (chose on a logical, but arbitrary basis [25]) are applied to the differ-
ent damage features observed, such as coarse aggregate with a crack, cement paste with
a crack or the presence and distribution of alkali-silica gel, based on their important and
overall impact on structural health. Typical weighting factors are shown in Table 2.1.
To perform the DRI technique, a section of a small sample (typically at least 200 cm2),
either a test sample or core taken from the field, is polished and analyzed through the use
of a stereomicroscope. A grid of 1 cm2 squares is drawn on the concrete surface, and
the different ASR damage features in each square are counted. To enable comparison of
the DRI results obtained from specimens of different sizes, the results are normalized to a
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surface size of 100 cm2 [26].
Table 2.1: DRI weight factors
Petrographic Damage Features Weighting Factor
Damage Type
Coarse aggregate with crack 0.25
Crack with gel in coarse aggregate 2
Coarse aggregate debonded 3
Reaction rim around aggregate 0.5
Cement paste with crack 2
Crack with gel in cement paste 4
Air void with gel 0.5
Figure 2.6: Polished section under stereobinocular microscope used for DRI analysis [3]
2.3 Linear NDT techniques
Various nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques are used to characterize the reactivity of
aggregates and monitor ASR damage in concrete specimens. Many efforts have been made
to create and develop techniques to diagnose the current state of ASR damage and deter-
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mine the extent of potential future damage. Different linear parameters or concrete prop-
erties can be monitored to detect the presence of ASR damage through various techniques,
including resonance frequency methods and ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) testing. In
this section several linear ASR characterization and detection methods utilized on concrete
prisms are detailed. Along with these techniques, nonlinear techniques have attracted atten-
tion in ASR detection and are highly sensitive to micro-damage in concrete and are often
used for concrete damage evaluation. Nonlinear techniques are discussed in Chapter 3.
2.3.1 Resonance frequency
When a concrete specimen is excited for free vibration, the vibration response includes
multiple modes where each mode has a distinct resonance frequency. Many factors influ-
ence the resonant frequency of a specimen, including the material type, support conditions,
dimensions, and stiffness of the specimen. The resonance frequency is linearly propor-
tional to the square root of the Young’s modulus, ie. f ∝
√
(E). Because cracking, caused
by various deleterious mechanisms, tends to reduce the stiffness of a concrete specimen,
monitoring the resonant frequency is often a way to monitor the stiffness of the specimen.
Resonant frequency measurements have been used to quantify damage in specimens un-
dergoing ASR [27, 28, 6], but have been applied to other damage mechanisms in addition
to ASR such as freezing and thawing [29, 30].
ASTM C215 [5], the standard test method for fundamental transverse, longitudinal and
torsional resonant frequencies of concrete specimens, details how to measure the resonant
frequency of various modes in concrete prisms. This resonant frequency measurement is
then used to calculate the dynamic modulus of elasticity of the specimen. The equation
used to determine the dynamic modulus of elasticity (found in ASTM C215) is given as
follows:
Dynamic E = CMn2 (2.1)
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where C is a shape factor based on the cross-section dimensions and length of the test
specimen, M is the mass of the specimen and n is the measured fundamental transverse
resonant frequency. C is defined as 1.6067(L3T/d4) for tests on prism specimens, where
L is the length of the specimen, T is a correction factor that depends on the ratio of the
radius of gyration, to the length of the specimen, L, and on Poisson’s ratio, and d is the
diameter of the specimen. The dimensions, length and mass of the specimen impact the
dynamic modulus result, necessitating a baseline measurement for each specimen to allow
for comparison. In the presence of damage, the assumed drop in frequency will therefore
result in a drop in measured dynamic modulus.
To perform this test, the concrete specimen is excited by a hammer impact (often by
a small metal ball), and the resonant frequency of the response is recorded. The standard
test method prescribes specific support conditions for which mode is being excited, but a
modified test setup is often used where a foam pad is used to support the specimen to allow
free vibration in all directions.
Measuring the resonant frequency is typically performed by collecting a time-domain
signal generated by the hammer excitation and preforming FFT to convert the signal to the
frequency-domain. The determined resonant frequency shown as a peak in the frequency
spectrum is then used to calculate the dynamic modulus of elasticity. A typical time domain

















































Figure 2.7: Resonance frequency test analysis
2.3.2 Ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV)
UPV testing measures the travel time of an ultrasonic pulse through a concrete member.
The low frequency pulse is generated using a Piezoeletric transducer and the travel time is
measured when the pulse is detected by a receiver. The velocity is then calculated using the
determined travel time. The pulse velocity of a material is influenced by several factors,
including material quality (presence of cracks), density, and stiffness. The pulse velocity
of a material will generally drop as it undergoes damage. However, correlating the pulse
velocity of a specimen to properties such as stiffness or compressive strength is difficult,
because many other factors influence the measured velocity. Because of this, it is common
to use UPV to monitor a specific specimen over time, but comparison to other specimens
can be difficult. The standard test method for pulse velocity through concrete is detailed in
ASTM C597 [31]. A common UPV test setup can be seen in Figure 2.8.
Microdamage and the presence of ASR gel cause attenuation and slow down the trans-





Figure 2.8: UPV test setup
the velocity of a damaged specimen can drop 25% or more [32]. However, other research
shows mixed results when using UPV to monitor ASR damage. Testing by Saint-Pierre
showed specimens with 0.20% expansion caused by ASR damage only experienced a drop
in UPV of 8% [33]. Giannini et al. [7] investigated linear NDT tests, including UPV, and
found that although the UPV results showed about a 10% decrease for expansion levels
of 0.35% ∼ 0.45%, it was very difficult to obtain consistent UPV measurements. Other
research was able to differentiate between intact concrete and specimens undergoing ASR
through using UPV, but a clear distinction could not be made until after 15 months of
conditioning [6].
2.3.3 Impact-echo
The impact-echo (IE) test is a widely used NDT method, first proposed and developed by
Sansalone [4], for evaluation of various types of concrete structures [34]. It measures a
local resonance mode (thickness mode) in the member, and gives a frequency related to
the member thickness and wave velocity. The IE mode is a non-propagating wave mode
with zero group velocity as explained by Gibson and Popovics [35]. Since the IE test
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only needs to access one side of the concrete member and the result only relates to the
thickness (and aspect ratio of cross sections for beams and columns), it can be used for
large concrete structures such as plates, beams, and columns. The presence of rebar has
no influence on the measured IE thickness mode, but rather results in wave features at
higher frequencies proportional to the rebar depth, so the test can be easily applied to and
results can be compared between unreinforced and reinforced specimens. When the IE test
is used for evaluation of concrete deterioration, the change of the frequency or the wave
velocity is investigated. However, these parameters alone are not sufficient for quantitative
assessment of concrete deterioration with microcracking unless baseline measurements on
reference samples are available.
The fundamentals of the IE technique, as described by Sansalone [4], are depicted in
Figure 2.9. A lower frequency stress wave, generated by a hammer, propagates in a con-
crete specimen, and is reflected back by the concrete surface or internal flaws and recorded
using a transducer placed on the concrete surface. The collected time domain signal is
transformed into the frequency domain using FFT. The resulting frequency domain signal
can be used to asses the depth of the specimen or location of internal damage.
The conventional IE test measures the frequency of the thickness mode resonance of a
member to determine the member thickness or the wave velocity of concrete when one of
the parameters is known. Since the IE test only excites the local vibration in the thickness
direction, it is applicable for large size concrete samples and structures. For plate-like
structures, the IE frequencies are only related to the thickness in the test direction and the
material properties; for beams and columns, the IE frequencies also depend on the cross






Figure 2.9: Impact-echo test setup [4]
where cp is the compression wave velocity, D is the thickness in the test direction, and βIE
depends on the geometry of the specimen (plate, beam) and Poisson’s ratio. For a concrete
member with a square cross-section, βIE is given as 0.87 [36].
2.4 Summary
ASR is a deleterious reaction in concrete, that can cause significant damage to the strength
and serviceability of a concrete structure. Therefore, the ability to detect the presence
of ASR damage, along with characterizing the level of damage that is present is crucial
in determining the structural health state in a structure along with predicting the future
performance of the structure. Current methods that are helpful in the detection of ASR
damage include visual inspection and petrographic analysis, but these methods cannot di-
rectly quantify the level of damage in the specimen and the results are subjective as they
depend on the experience and ability of the examiner. Linear NDT methods such as the
resonance frequency test, UPV, or impact-echo can be used to characterize ASR damage,
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but they require many measurements over time and results are affected by many factors
not relating to ASR damage, which makes comparison of damage state between multiple
samples difficult. Nonlinear tests, however, have been shown to be highly sensitive testing
methods that allow for the potential of quantitative evaluation of ASR damage. Current
nonlinear testing methods, along with a newly proposed nonlinear test that is applicable to
large-scale field structures is described in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Nonlinear Acoustic NDT Techniques
3.1 Overview
For a nonlinear material, such as concrete, the relationship between stiffness and strain is
not constant, but the stiffness varies with strain. Small defects and micro-cracks further in-
crease the nonlinearity. Linear techniques are able to detect large defects that significantly
impact material properties, but small defects such as micro-cracks can go undetected. Be-
cause of this, nonlinear techniques show advantages for damage detection of micro-cracks
and monitoring damage development. Even if linear acoustic tests can be performed on
laboratory specimens in a well controlled condition, factors not contributing to material
damage, such as aggregate type, can have significant impact on linear analysis parameters
(wave velocity, resonant frequency etc.). This necessitates the use of a baseline measure-
ment and limits the ability of linear analysis to be effective in concrete damage characteri-
zation.
Some nonlinear techniques, such as nonlinear wave modulation spectroscopy (NWMS)
[37] and the dynamic acoustoelastic test (DAET) [38, 39, 40], require a probe frequency
and pump frequency to excite the specimen at two different frequencies. In the case of
NWMS, the specimen is excited using a probe wave of high frequency and a pump wave
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of low frequency. Due to material nonlinearity, the interaction of the probe frequency and
pump frequency results in ‘sideband’ frequency generation seen in the frequency domain.
The properties of this ‘sideband’ frequency can be used to calculate parameters related
to the material nonlinearity. The DAET method exposes a test sample to varying stress
levels through dynamic loading and records the samples response and change in modulus of
elasticity. A low frequency pump wave excites the fundamental resonance mode at different
strain levels, while the probing wave detects the change in the modulus of elasticity. The
change in elastic modulus under the different strain levels driven by the pump wave is used
to calculate the material nonlinearity.
Application of nonlinear acoustic techniques to large-scale field specimens remains a
challenge. Nonlinear Rayleigh surface waves have been tested for use in detecting mi-
crodamage caused by ASR in large-scale concrete slabs and full-scale concrete specimens
[41, 42]. In the case of this research performed by Kim et al., a contact piezoelectric trans-
ducer is used to generate longitudinal wave into a Teflon wedge, whose angle is matched
for Rayleigh wave generation, along with an air-coupled receiver. The signals collected
by the air-coupled receiver are windowed and then analyzed in frequency domain through
using FFT. The fundamental and second harmonic amplitudes are determined and used to





where x is the propagation distance, and A1 and A2 represent the fundamental and second
harmonic amplitude respectively. As microdamage in a concrete specimen increases, the
ratio between the second harmonic and fundamental amplitude will increase. Results from
the performed research indicate nonlinear Rayleigh surface wave propagation can be used
to detect ASR damage, as unconfined and confined ASR large-scale specimens were found
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to have measured nonlinear parameters β of 3.49 and 2.80 times greater than the control
undamaged specimen respectively. While the results from this method are promising, the
nature of the test limits the damage detection to near surface damage and not full specimen
damage detection. There is still need for development of a nonlinear technique that can be
applied to large-scale structures that allows for full section damage detection.
In this section, nonlinear acoustic techniques used in this study for ASR damage char-
acterization will be discussed. The concrete prisms were tested using this nonlinear impact
resonance acoustic spectroscopy (NIRAS) technique and a new nonlinear technique, non-
linear impact-echo is proposed for the testing of the large concrete beams.
3.2 Nonlinear acoustic theory
Concrete is a nonlinear material with complex mesoscopic structures. The nonlinearity of
concrete comes from the mesoscopic linkages (order 10−6 to 10−9 m) among the cement,
aggregates, and cracks. Cracks and microcracks in concrete will dramatically increase
the concrete material nonlinearity. The nonlinearity in concrete manifests as the hysteretic
stress-strain relationship and discrete memory [43]. A nonlinear hysteresis model describes
the strain and strain rate related modulus as [37]:
E(ε, ε̇) = E0
{
1− βε− δε2 − α [∆ε+ εsign(ε̇)]
}
(3.2)
where E0 is the linear modulus, ε and ε̇ are the strain and strain rate, respectively, β and δ
are the quadratic and cubic nonlinear parameters and α represents the hysteresis parameter.
The function sign(ε̇) = 1 if ε̇ > 0 and sign(ε̇) = −1 if ε̇ < 0.
Nonlinear acoustic techniques demonstrate higher sensitivity to micro-damage when
compared to linear acoustic methods. Current nonlinear acoustic methods are based on
the principle that the elastic modulus will decrease (softening) with increasing strain as
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described in Eq. 3.2. Nonlinear acoustic methods usually generate larger strain (10−6 to
10−5) on materials than the linear methods (10−7). The nonlinearity is determined from
the strain-induced changes in materials such as frequency shift and velocity changes [44].
For example, in the NIRAS method the relative resonance frequency shift is related to the
strain change as [45]:
f0 − f
f0
= αε∆ε = αa∆a (3.3)
where αε is proportional to the absolute nonlinear parameter α in Eq. 3.2, f0 is the linear
resonant frequency measured at a low strain level, and f is the frequency at a high strain
level. In most experiments, αa is used because the vibration acceleration a is easier to
measure than the strain ε.
3.3 Nonlinear impact resonance acoustic spectroscopy (NIRAS)
3.3.1 Theoretical background
Nonlinear resonance techniques have also been used to detect micro-damage in concrete
specimens. Nonlinear resonance techniques excite the specimen at increasing strain levels
and measure the resonance frequency shift in the material. A common nonlinear reso-
nance technique is the nonlinear resonance acoustic spectroscopy (NRAS) method [45],
which measures the resonance frequency shift ∆f under excitation by frequency sweeps at
varying strain levels. The nonlinear technique analyzed in this paper, the nonlinear impact
resonance acoustic spectroscopy (NIRAS) technique, is a nonlinear resonance technique
proposed by Chen et al. [46]. NIRAS is a nonlinear version of the resonance frequency
test (ASTM C215), where an impact hammer is used to induce the flexural mode resonance
of a sample under increasing impact amplitudes, and the subsequent resonance frequency
shift is measured. The NIRAS technique, and variations, have been used to detect and
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characterize ASR and other kinds of damage in concrete specimens [47, 1, 48].
Nonlinear acoustic techniques demonstrate higher sensitivity to micro-damage when
compared to linear acoustic methods. Current nonlinear acoustic methods are based on
the principle that the elastic modulus will decrease (softening) when strain increases as
described in Eq. 3.2. Nonlinear acoustic methods usually generate larger strain (10−6 to
10−5) on materials than the linear methods (10−7). The nonlinearity is determined from the
strain-induced changes in materials such as frequency shift and velocity changes [44]. For




= αf (ε− ε0) (3.4)
where αf is the nonlinear parameter which is proportional to the real α in Eq. 3.2. f0 is
the linear frequency measured at a low strain level ε0 and f is the frequency at a high strain
level ε.
The NIRAS technique measures nonlinear parameter (α) by measuring the resonance
frequency shift under varying strain levels generated by hammer impact. As a concrete
sample is impacted with increasing amplitude, the resonance frequency will decrease and
the relationship between impact amplitude and frequency shift if correlated to determine
nonlinear parameter (α). This process of generating multiple time domain signals from
many impacts of varying amplitudes, and analyzing the relative frequency shift under vary-
ing strain levels can be seen in the following figures.
Figure 3.1 details the process of stacking multiple frequency domain signals across the
three specimen types. It can be seen visually that for the specimens at higher damage levels,
a higher decrease in resonance frequency is observed with increasing amplitude. Nonlinear
parameter (α) is then determined by plotting the resonance frequency shift (f0−f
f0
) against
impact amplitude and calculating the respective slope of the relationship, as can be seen in
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Figure 3.2.
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Amplitude = 4.43 m/s2
Figure 3.1: NIRAS multi-impact spectra
The NIRAS technique can effectively characterize ASR damage in small-scale spec-
imens in lab settings, but is limited to field testing on full size structures because of the
necessity to excite the resonant mode in the specimen.
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Figure 3.2: Nonlinear parameter determination
3.3.2 Test setup
The resonance tests were conducted using a test setup (like ASTM C215) as shown in Fig-
ure 3.3. A large 200-gram headed hammer was used for exciting the specimens to allow
the primary flexural resonance mode to dominate. Specimens were placed on a foam pad
when testing to allow free vibration and to avoid friction. Each specimen was impacted at
midspan multiple times with increasing amplitude to allow for linear and nonlinear analy-
sis.
For linear analysis, the resonant frequency from the first (smallest amplitude) impact
was taken and analyzed over time to monitor damage progression. The resonance frequency
of a concrete sample is linearly related to the Young’s modulus of the sample, so in general,
damage development will coincide with a drop in Young’s modulus.
An accelerometer (PCB Piezotronics 352C65), with sensitivity of 10.2 mV/(m/s2), is
attached to the edge of the specimen on the surface of impact to measure the location with
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highest response. The accelerometer is powered by a signal conditioner (Bruel and Kjaer
1704-C-102) and the signal is transmitted to a 16-bit oscilloscope (PicoScope 4262). A
100 kHz sampling rate collects 10,000 samples for each impact. Data was acquired using














Figure 3.3: Resonance test setup
3.4 Nonlinear impact-echo
The impact-echo (IE) test is a widely used NDT method for evaluation of various types
of concrete structures [34]. It measures a local resonance mode (thickness mode) in the
member, and gives a frequency related to the member thickness and wave velocity. Since
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the IE test only needs to access one side of the concrete member and the result only relates
to the thickness (and aspect ratio of cross sections for beams and columns), it can be used
for large concrete structures such as plates, beams and columns. When the IE test is used
for evaluation of concrete deterioration, the change of the frequency or the wave velocity is
investigated. However, these parameters alone are not sufficient for quantitative assessment
of concrete deterioration with microcracking unless baseline measurements on reference
samples are available.
In this chapter, a nonlinear impact-echo method is proposed for concrete damage eval-
uation. Similar to the NIRAS test which measures the resonance mode of small concrete
samples, the fundamental IE mode of concrete specimens was measured under multiple
impacts with increasing amplitudes. The relative IE frequency shift is correlated with the
amplitude of the impact responses and a nonlinear parameter α is extracted from the corre-
lation.
3.4.1 Theoretical background
The conventional IE test measures the frequency of the thickness mode resonance of a
member to determine the member thickness or the wave velocity of concrete when one of
the parameters is known. Since the IE test only excites the local vibration in the thickness
direction, it is applicable for large size concrete samples and structures. For plate-like
structures, the IE frequencies are only related to the thickness in the test direction and the
material properties; for beams and columns, the IE frequencies also depend on the cross






where cp is the compression wave velocity, D is the thickness in the test direction, and βIE
depends on the geometry of the specimen (plate, beam) and Poisson’s ratio. For a concrete
member with a square cross-section, βIE is given as 0.87 [36]. Because the IE test measures
the resonant frequency [36, 35], the nonlinear resonance theory in Eq. 3.3 is also applicable
to the IE test when multiple impacts are used. With an increase of the impact amplitude,
the strain increases and the IE frequency will decrease. Since the strain is difficult to
measure, the strain in Eq. 3.2 can be replaced by dynamic response parameters such as
velocity or acceleration. The maximum strain is linearly related to the maximum velocity
and acceleration [49]. The relationship between strain and acceleration is discussed later
in the paper.
3.4.2 Test setup
The impact response of the concrete specimens was measured using an accelerometer (PCB
352C65) with a sensitivity of 10.2 mV/(m/s2). The accelerometer was connected to a signal
conditioner (Brüel & Kjær 1704), and the analog signal was digitized by an oscilloscope
(PICO 4262) with a sampling rate of 100 kS/s. The signal acquisition process was con-
trolled by a LabVIEW program. Impacts were conducted using a regular hammer with a









Figure 3.4: Experiment setup for impact-echo testing
3.4.3 Impact-echo mode determination
In a beam member, multiple IE modes and global vibration modes can be excited by an
impact. It can sometimes be difficult to conclusively determine which mode is the fun-
damental IE mode. The global modes, unlike the IE modes, are affected by the impact
location. The IE mode is not affected by support conditions and will be present at each
impact location. Therefore, the IE mode can be determined by impacting the specimen at
several locations, and analyzing the signals collectively.This multi-impact technique is pro-
posed to conclusively determine the fundamental IE frequency. The mode determination
setup is detailed in Figure 3.5. The accelerometer is placed approximately 36 cm from the
end of the 1.12 m specimen to avoid influence from the boundary. For the 0.61 m specimen
the accelerometer is placed 15 cm from the end of the specimen. The specimen is then
impacted at a spacing of 5 cm. An example of the result from the IE mode determination is
shown in 3.6, with a frequency domain signal from a single impact shown (a), along with
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the B-scan generated from stacking many of the frequency domain signals (b).
(b)




Impacts (5 cm spacing)Accelerometer
Figure 3.5: Setup to determine the impact-echo mode frequency using multiple impacts at
different distances for (a) 1.12 m specimen and (b) 0.61 m specimen
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Figure 3.6: IE results for RFA unconfined specimen in vertical direction: (a) Frequency
spectrum for a single impact, (b) B-scan image for multiple impact analysis
3.4.4 Testing methodology
Figure 3.7 shows nonlinear IE results from a single nonlinear measurement in the vertical
directions on three specimen types: Control (no damage), ASR early-age, and ASR late-age
It can be observed qualitatively that as a specimen becomes more damaged, the frequency
shift increases as the impact amplitude increases. This visually shows how the stress-strain
relationship of a specimen becomes increasingly nonlinear under the presence of damage.
For the Control specimen (Figure 3.7(a)) it can be seen that there is minimal frequency shift
with increasing impact amplitude, indicating that the specimen has negligible damage. The
ASR early-age and ASR late-age specimens (Figure 3.7(b,c)) each show clear nonlinear
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behavior relative to their damage levels.
Figure 3.8 plots the relative frequency shift ∆f/f0 vs. acceleration for nonlinear IE
tests on three specimen types: Control, ASR early-age, and ASR late-age. Utilizing mul-
tiple impacts, the relative frequency shift shows an approximately linear relationship with
the impact amplitude, and the slope is represented by the nonlinear parameter (α). Note
that α in this experimental study represents the acceleration based nonlinear parameter
αa unless specified otherwise. At the time of this measurement the vertical expansion
of the Control, ASR early-age, and ASR late-age specimens were -0.005%, 0.103%, and
0.357%, respectively. The ASR late-age specimen shows the highest level of nonlin-
earity with α = 121 × 10−4. The ASR early-age specimen has a nonlinear parameter
value of α = 26.0 × 10−4 and the Control specimen has the smallest nonlinear value of
α = 1.76× 10−4. This nonlinear parameter trend agrees with the expansion levels



























































Figure 3.7: Spectra for multiple impacts on (a) Control, (b) ASR early-age, and (c) ASR
late-age specimens
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Figure 3.8: Relative frequency shift vs. acceleration in nonlinear IE tests for Control, ASR
early-age, and ASR late-age specimens
3.4.5 Effect of specimen dimensions
It should be noted that the nonlinear parameter αa measured in this study is not the absolute
nonlinear coefficient defined in Eq. 3.2. It has a unit of 1/(m/s2), where an accelerometer
was used to measure the vibration response. The measured acceleration depends on the
cross-section dimensions of the test specimens. In order to compare nonlinear parameters
from specimens of different dimensions, it is necessary to use either α or αε which are based
on strain changes. When comparing nonlinear parameters from specimens with similar










For a 1-dimensional bar, Johnson et al. [49] gave the relationship between acceleration and








where u is the displacement component, and D is the thickness of the cross-section. Since
















Results from equations 3.8 and 3.9 gave two forms of nonlinear parameter αac2p/D and
∆f/∆a cp, which can be used as the relative nonlinear parameter for specimens with dif-
ferent dimensions in the nonlinear IE test. Since the acceleration amplitude of the IE mode
is also affected by the source-to-receiver spacing x, the sensor should be placed close to the
impact point. The mode shape of the IE mode is closely related to the depth of specimen,




Specimen Design and Fabrication
4.1 Material properties
Four different aggregates, as displayed in Figure 4.1, in were used for this project: a reactive
coarse aggregate (RCA) from North Carolina, a reactive fine aggregate (RFA) from Texas,
and a non-reactive coarse and non-reactive fine aggregate from Omaha, Nebraska, with
similar gradation as the two reactive aggregates as shown in Figure 4.2. The properties of
the aggregates used in this study can be seen in Table 4.1. Specific gravity, absorption,
dry rod unit weight, and gradation of the four aggregates were determined based on ASTM
C127 [50], ASTM C128 [51], ASTM C29 [52], and ASTM C136 [53] respectively.
Nonreactive CoarseNonreactive Fine Reactive CoarseReactive Fine
Figure 4.1: Aggregates used in study
ASTM C150[54] Type I/II Portland cement was used as cementitious material in the
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Figure 4.2: Sieve plot (aggregate gradation)
Table 4.1: Aggregate properties
Type Specific Gravity (SSD) Absorption DRUW (kg/m3)
Nonreactive fine 2.651 0.42% -
Nonreactive coarse 2.617 2.57% 1665.44
Reactive fine 2.658 0.70% -
Reactive coarse 2.722 0.39 % 1480.43
concrete. The chemical compositions and physical properties of cement used in the study
are reported in Table 4.2.










Loss on Ignition 2.5
Physical Properties
Blaine Fineness, m2/kg 443
Specific Gravity 3.15
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A polycarboxylate-based HRWR was used to enhance the flowability of the concrete.
The recommended dosage of the HRWR is 3-12 fl oz/cwt.
4.2 Specimen mixture designs
Six mix designs, found in Tables 4.3, were used to cast various samples in this study.
These mix designs include: (1) two control mix designs using innocuous coarse and fine
aggregates, (2) two reactive mix designs using a reactive fine aggregate and an innocuous
local coarse aggregate with added NaOH to boost the alkali content, and (3) two reactive
mix designs using a reactive coarse aggregate and an innocuous local fine aggregate with
added NaOH to boost the alkali content.
The first set of mix designs, designated as mix design set #1, were used to cast the large
concrete specimens (along with companion prisms cast from the same batch) as described
in Section 4.4. These mix designs were also used to cast ’pseudo’ companion samples,
enabling further data collection and comparison between the concrete prisms and large
concrete blocks. The reactive mixes in mix design set #1 added NaOH to boost the alkali
content to 1.50% Na2Oeq by mass of cement, which enabled accelerated ASR damage.
The second set of mix designs were only used to cast concrete prisms and adhered to the
requirements of ASTM 1293 (although specimen conditioning did not meet ASTM 1293
requirements). Having a different set of mix designs allowed for greater determination of
the robustness of the test methods used. The reactive mixes in mix design set #2 added
NaOH to boost the alkali content to 1.25% Na2Oeq by mass of cement, which enabled
accelerated ASR damage.
Along with different alkali levels between the two sets of mix designs, the gradation
requirements of the aggregates were also different. For the first set of mix designs (#1), a
representative sample of the aggregate was taken, whereas for the second set of mix designs
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(#2) the aggregates were prepared and graded to meet the requirements of ASTM C1293.
ASTM C1293 requires that one-third of the mass of the coarse aggregate come from each
of the following categories: (1) aggregates passing the 19.0-mm sieve and retained on
the 12.5-mm sieve, (2) aggregates passing the 12.5-mm sieve and retained on the 9.5-mm
sieve and (3) aggregates passing the 9.5-mm sieve and retained on the 4.75-mm sieve.
To generate enough material to meet the gradation requirement for the smallest aggregate
category, the reactive coarse aggregate in the RCA (#2) design was crushed. For each
mix design six concrete prisms were cast, and their results were averaged within the group
for each testing period. The use of four different aggregates along with six different mix
designs enabled the testing of the versatility of the test methods used in this study.
Table 4.3: Concrete mix designs (SSD)
Component (kg/m3) Ctrl 1 RFA 1 RCA 1 Ctrl 2 RFA 2 RCA 2
Cement 350 350 350 420 420 420
Water 175 175 175 189 189 189
Coarse aggregate 1127 1095 1039 1196 1038 1196
Fine aggregate 709 743 839 544 744 545
Water reducer (mL/kg) 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3
50/50 NaOH 0 9.31 9.31 0 8.46 8.46
w/c 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.45 0.45 0.45
To allow for a highly reactive mix design, a sodium hydroxide solution was added
to the mixing water of the reactive specimens. The 50/50 NaOH solution was added in
a quantity to bring the total alkali loading of the concrete to 1.50% Na2Oeq by mass of
cement for the first set of mix designs and 1.25% Na2Oeq by mass of cement for the second
set. While handling the chemical directly, proper personal protective equipment (PPE),
including a rubber apron, goggles, and gloves was always utilized. For each reactive mix,
prior to mixing, the 50/50 NaOH solution was diluted into the one half of the mixing water
(approximately 25 lbs.).
The NaOH solution was added to the mixer with the first half of the mixing water with
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the coarse aggregate. The diluted NaOH solution was handled with care and proper PPE
including steel toed boots, safety glasses and long rubber gloves was always utilized to
protect against coming into contact with the chemical.
4.3 Concrete prisms
4.3.1 Specimen overview
Many concrete specimens (75mm x 75mm x 285mm) were cast and tested in this study.
The concrete prisms tested can be divided into two major groups: companion prisms that
were cast in the same batch as large concrete blocks described in the following section, and
concrete prisms that were cast independently. Along with the different groups of prisms,
three different ‘types’ of concrete prism specimens were cast in this study: (1) control
specimens cast using the innocuous local coarse and fine aggregates, (2) RFA specimens
cast using the innocuous local coarse aggregate and the reactive fine aggregate, and (3)
RCA specimens cast using the reactive coarse aggregate and the innocuous local fine ag-
gregate. Both reactive specimen ‘types’ utilized added NaOH to boost the alkali content
and accelerate ASR damage.
An overview of the concrete prisms tested in this study can be seen in Figure 4.4. The
specific mix design used for each set of prisms is shown in the figure, further information
about the mix designs is detailed in a future section.
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Figure 4.4: Specimen overview for concrete prisms
4.3.2 Concrete mixing and casting
Concrete prisms were designed and cast in accordance with ASTM C192 and ASTM C157,
the Standard Practice for Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in the Laboratory
and the Standard Test Method for Length Change of Hardened Hydraulic-Cement Mortar
and Concrete. The aggregates used in mixing were gathered in 5-gallon buckets 24 hours
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prior to mixing, and a small sample size was placed into the oven at 110 to determine the
moisture content of the aggregate in accordance with ASTM 566, Standard Test Method
for Total Evaporable Moisture Content of Aggregate by Drying.
The metal molds used during the casting process can be seen in Figure 4.5(a). The
molds were oiled prior to mixing to allow for easy removal of concrete specimens. Metal
gage studs (shown in Figure 4.5(b)) were installed in select specimens to allow for length
change measurements.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: (a) Mold used for casting concrete prisms and (b) length change gage stud
4.3.3 Fresh concrete properties
Fresh concrete properties were measured during the mixing process. The slump of each
mix was determined through following ASTM C143, the Standard Test Method for Slump
of Hydraulic-Cement Concrete, along with the density as determined by ASTM C138, the
Standard Test Method for Density (Unit Weight), Yield, and Air Content (Gravimetric) of
Concrete. The slump and density (unit weight) of each mix can be seen in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Prism fresh concrete properties
Mix
Fresh Concrete Properties
Slump Density (Unit Weight)
Control #1 5.0” 153.0 lb/ft3
Control #2 5.5” 149.4 lb/ft3
RFA #1 6.0” 150.2 lb/ft3
RFA #2 5.5” 150.7 lb/ft3
RCA #1 3.0” 157.1 lb/ft3
RCA #2 5.0” 155.4 lb/ft3
4.3.4 Hardened concrete properties
During the mixing process several concrete cylinders were cast and tested to validate the
quality of the concrete in the mix. The 7-day and 28-day compressive strength of the con-
crete cylinder specimens was determined through adhering to ASTM C39, the Standard
Test Method for Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete Specimens. The compres-
sive strength of the concrete cylinders from each mix can be seen in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Prism hardened concrete properties
Mix
Hardened Concrete Properties
7-day f’c 28-day f’c
Control #1 3488 psi 5060 psi
Control #2 3943 psi 4982 psi
RFA #1 3360 psi 3973 psi
RFA #2 3706 psi 4475 psi
RCA #1 3759 psi 4798 psi
RCA #2 3705 psi 4814 psi
4.3.5 Expansion monitoring
Over the course of the testing period, expansion measurements were taken to monitor and
track ASR damage development in the concrete prism specimens. Prism length change
measurements were made using a Humboldt H-3250D length comparator. Precautions
were made to always measure the prisms with the same side up in the comparator to al-
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low for consistency in measurements. All prisms with length comparator studs installed
were measured using the Humboldt H-3250D length comparator during every chamber
shut down (approximately every two or three weeks). Because length change measure-
ments are highly sensitive to temperature change, prior to taking measurements the internal
and external temperature of several of the specimens in the chamber were confirmed to be
23.0. After specimen temperature was confirmed to be 23.0, the length comparator is set
using the reference bar. This process was repeated for every chamber shut down.
Figure 4.6: Humboldt H-3250D length comparator
4.4 Large concrete specimens
4.4.1 Specimen overview
Large concrete beam specimens of varying sizes, confinements, and mix designs were cast
in this study. The large concrete beam specimens can be seen in Figure 4.7. Similar to the
prism specimens, three different ‘groups’ of specimens were cast: (1) control specimens
cast using the innocuous local coarse and fine aggregates, (2) RFA specimens cast using
the innocuous coarse aggregate and the reactive fine aggregate and (3) RCA specimens
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cast using the reactive coarse aggregate and the innocuous local fine aggregate. For each
specimen ‘group’, one unreinforced and one 2-D reinforced specimen were cast. For the
control and RFA specimen ‘groups’, the specimens are 0.30m x 0.30m x 1.12m in size. For
the RCA specimen ‘group’, their is a set of unreinforced and 2-D reinforced 0.30m x 0.30m
x 1.12m specimens, along with another set of unreinforced and 2-D reinforced specimens
of an alternative smaller size of 0.30m x 0.30m x 0.61m. Companion small concrete prisms
were cast with select large concrete specimens to allow for further testing and comparison
between the small samples and the large samples. An overview of all of the large concrete
specimens can be seen in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.7: Beams used in this study
4.4.2 Formwork and rebar design
Wooden formwork was prepared for the casting of the large specimens (12”x12”x44” and
12”x12”x24”). The inner material of the formwork used is a 3/4” white medium-density
fiberboard. The fiberboard was used to ensure a smooth concrete surface. Additional ply-
wood was installed along the perimeter of the form to add strength and stability. High
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Figure 4.8: Specimen overview for concrete beams
to allow for easy specimen movement once it was demolded. To prevent concrete leakage
hot glue was used to seal the edges of the form. The formwork for the 12”x12”x44” and
12”x12”x24” specimens can be seen in Figure 4.10 and 4.12.
Reinforced specimens were cast to simulate field performance of concrete. The spec-
imens cast were either unconfined or 2D reinforced. The reinforcement pattern for the
12”x12”x44” specimens consisted of four 40” #7 bars (Grade 60) in the longitudinal direc-
tion and twelve 9” #6 bars (Grade 60) in the vertical direction, as shown in Figure. For the
12”x12”x24” specimens, four 20” #7 bars (Grade 60) in the longitudinal direction and six
9” #6 bars (Grade 60) in the vertical direction were used as shown in Figure. All rebar used
was headed rebar. The rebar was fastened together using cable ties.
The rebar was placed into position and supported in the form by four small metal rods.
Small holes were drilled into the form to allow the rods to pass through. After casting, the
metal rods were cut to a short length for safety. To connect the rebar to the rods, cable ties
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Figure 4.9: 12”x12”x44” rebar design
Figure 4.10: 12”x12”x44” formwork and rebar
were placed around the rebar and pulled until fastened tightly.
4.4.3 Concrete mixing and casting
Prior to mixing, all materials were gathered and prepared approximately 24 hours in ad-
vance. Moisture contents of aggregates used in each batch were measured with a repre-
sentative sample prior to batching and the amount of water in each batch were adjusted





















Figure 4.11: 12”x12”x24” rebar design
Figure 4.12: 12”x12”x24” formwork and rebar
inside and covered prior to mixing (Figure 4.13(a)).
A drum mixer with a capacity of 9 cubic feet was used in all large specimen preparation
(Figure 4.13(b)). The mixing power is 8 horse power. At the beginning of each mix, water
was poured into the mixer and the mixer was turned on for approximately one minute to
moist the inside of mixer. To help to ensure the consistency of material collected from the
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mixer, the mixer was “buttered” in accordance with ASTM C192. “Buttering” the mixer
involves mixing a small batch of 1 ft3 using the same mixture proportions to simulate the
test batch. The mortar left on the inside of the mixer will help compensate for the loss of
mortar during batching.
Concrete was mixed in accordance with ASTM C192 [55]. For the reactive mixes,
slight variances from the standard mixing procedure were made. Once the mixer has been
moist and “buttered”, the coarse aggregate and half of the mixing water were added. For
non-reactive batches the high-range water-reducer was included in the initial water added.
For reactive batches the 50/50 NaOH solution was added with the initial water and the
HRWR was added with the remaining water.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.13: (a) Materials prior to mixing and (b) large concrete mixer
After mixing, the concrete was then transported to the location of forms for the large
specimens, cylinders and prisms using a wheel barrow and deposited using a scoop or a
shovel. The 4”x8” cylinders were cast in accordance with ASTM C192. The 3”x3”x11.25”
prisms were filled in one layer and a vibration table was used to consolidate the concrete.
The 12”x12”x44” large specimens were filled in two layers each being vibrated with an
internal vibrator. The second layer was vibrated approximately 1 inch deep into the first
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layer. The four corners of each specimen were vibrated, along with vibration in the middle
of the specimen spaced at approximately 10 inches apart.
After both layers of the specimens were consolidated, the surface was carefully finished
with a 14-inch trowel. The specimens were then covered with moist towels and then plastic
sheet to ensure the moisture was retained. After 24 hours, the specimens were demolded.
The cylinders were moved to the curing room until testing was performed. The large spec-
imens and prisms were kept in the lab, under the same curing conditions, covered with wet
towels and plastic sheet for 28-days.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.14: (a) Specimens finished with trowel and (b) towels and plastic for curing
4.4.4 Fresh concrete properties
Fresh concrete testing was done prior to casting to ensure the required fresh concrete prop-
erties were met. Slump and unit weight of each batch were measured per ASTM C143[56]
and C138[57] respectively and the results are summarized in Table 4.6.
4.4.5 Hardened concrete properties
After curing of the specimens hardened concrete property tests were performed to verify the
quality of the specimens. The hardened properties tested included the compressive strength
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Table 4.6: Large specimen fresh concrete properties
Mix
Fresh Concrete Properties
Slump Density (Unit Weight)
Control Unreinforced (0.30m x 0.30m x 1.12m) 5.0” 150.7 lb/ft3
Control 2-D (0.30m x 0.30m x 1.12m) 7.0” 142.1 lb/ft3
RFA Unreinforced (0.30m x 0.30m x 1.12m) 3.0” 152.8 lb/ft3
RFA 2-D (0.30m x 0.30m x 1.12m) 6.5” 151.2 lb/ft3
RCA Unreinforced (0.30m x 0.30m x 1.12m) 5.0” 153.9 lb/ft3
RCA 2-D (0.30m x 0.30m x 1.12m) 4.0” 155.5 lb/ft3
RCA Unreinforced/2-D (0.30m x 0.30m x 0.61m) 5.0” 153.8 lb/ft3
at 7 and 28 days were measured per ASTM C39[58] and results are shown in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Large specimen hardened concrete properties
Mix
Hardened Concrete Properties
7-day f’c 28-day f’c
Control Unreinforced (0.30m x 0.30m x 1.12m) 3951 psi 5387 psi
Control 2-D (0.30m x 0.30m x 1.12m) 3860 psi 5424 psi
RFA Unreinforced (0.30m x 0.30m x 1.12m) 4223 psi 4901 psi
RFA 2-D (0.30m x 0.30m x 1.12m) 3998 psi 4579 psi
RCA Unreinforced (0.30m x 0.30m x 1.12m) 3089 psi N/A
RCA 2-D (0.30m x 0.30m x 1.12m) 3323 psi N/A
RCA Unreinforced/2-D (0.30m x 0.30m x 0.61m) N/A N/A
4.4.6 Temperature sensors
Thermocouples are used for monitoring the surface and internal temperature of the con-
crete samples. One thermocouple is embedded in the ASR unconfined sample to measure
the internal temperature. Another thermocouple is glued on the surface of the control sam-
ple measuring the surface temperature. Since all the three sample are cured in the same
chamber environment, the measured surface and internal temperature can represent the
temperatures for the three samples. A TC-08 thermocouple data logger (PICO Technology,
UK) is used for the temperature recording.
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The chamber temperature and humidity are monitored using a DH22 sensor. The tem-
perature and humidity data are acquired by a Python program on a Raspberry Pi 3. All the
data are uploaded to Google drive immediately for instant monitoring.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.15: (a) Thermocouple on surface, (b) thermocouple embedded and (c) tempera-
ture data logger
4.4.7 DEMEC installation and expansion monitoring
To measure the expansion of the specimens small DEMEC targets were installed on each
side of every specimen. To install the DEMEC targets fast-setting, high-strength epoxy
was used to bond to the surface. Targets were covered with tape until the epoxy had dried.
Once the targets are installed, the distance between the two target locations are measured
using a DEMEC mechanical strain gauge. The targets and the mechanical strain gauge can




Figure 4.16: DEMEC targets on specimen (a) immediately after glued on surface and (b)
after epoxy drying process has been completed
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Figure 4.18: DEMEC target design layout
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4.5 Specimen conditioning
Following casting and curing, all specimens were moved to the environmental chamber for
conditioning. The chamber was set to a temperature of 38◦C and a humidity of 95% to
accelerate ASR activity. The testing environment was designed to accelerate ASR activity,
while avoiding over aggressiveness of testing which allowed for an accurate representation
of field exposure. The specimens were moved from the casting area to the area outside
of the chamber using the overhead crane in the laboratory. To move the specimens into
the chamber high-strength carts were used to push the specimens up a small ramp. The
specimens remain on these carts for convenient movement.
The environmental chamber has an area 85 square feet (90” by 136”). All large spec-
imens (12”x12”x44”) specimens are stored inside along with select prisms and cylinders
which are stored on a large heavy-duty rack. Cables for data acquisition from sensors are
run through a small hole in the back of the chamber to an external data logger. A photo of
the layout of the environmental chamber is shown in Figure . The chamber will be shut off
every two weeks for 24 hours to measure the expansions on all specimens.



















































The damage level of the concrete prisms in this study was analyzed and monitored through
various techniques including: expansion measurements, monitoring linear resonance fre-
quency, petrographic analysis, and monitoring the material nonlinearity through utilizing
the NIRAS technique. Three different ‘types’ of concrete prism specimens were cast in
this study (each having specimens of two different mix designs designated as #1 and #2):
(1) control specimens cast using the innocuous coarse and fine aggregates, (2) RFA spec-
imens cast using the innocuous coarse aggregate and the reactive fine aggregate and (3)
RCA specimens cast using the reactive coarse aggregate and the innocuous fine aggregate.
Both reactive specimen ‘types’ utilized added NaOH to boost the alkali content and accel-


















Figure 5.1: Prisms used in study
5.2 Expansion
Over the course of the testing period, expansion measurements were taken to track ASR
damage development in the specimens in accordance with Section 4.3.5. Figure 5.2 shows
the expansion history of specimens tested in this study. All specimens incurred minor
shrinkage during early stages of monitoring (0-50 days). The Control specimens experi-
enced early-age shrinkage and relatively stable expansion levels thereafter. The RFA spec-
imens began experiencing a noticeable increase in expansion at approximately 200 days
after casting, whereas the RCA specimens showed noticeable expansion sooner, approxi-
mately 75 days after casting.
The RCA specimens cast using mix design #2 (crushed reactive coarse aggregate) had
consistently larger expansion than specimens cast with mix design #1 after ASR damage
initiated, whereas the RFA specimens from the two mix designs had almost the same ex-
pansions. This result demonstrates that the crushing process used in preparing the reactive
coarse aggregate led to a higher level of reactivity in the RCA #2 samples. Dunant and
Scriven have detailed how aggregate size influenced ASR induced expansion [59].
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Figure 5.2: Prism expansion measurements during testing period
5.3 Resonance frequency
The measured linear frequency was determined by taking the peak resonance frequency of
the lowest impact amplitude from the NIRAS test (detailed in Section 3.3.2). The reso-
nance frequency of a specimen is directly related to the specimen’s Young’s modulus of
elasticity with a relationship of f ∝
√
E. Therefore, the measured resonance frequency
will tend to increase with age as concrete strengthens, and decrease with development of
ASR damage. The linear resonance frequency is also dependant on several material proper-
ties, including density, modulus, and Poisson’s ratio. Figure 5.3 presents the progression of
the linear resonance frequency of the specimens over the testing period. Figure 5.4 shows
the same result, however the relative frequency change is shown, with the first measure-
ment being taken as the baseline. It can be seen that the specimens had different starting
frequencies due to slight variation in specimen dimensions. This makes it not possible to
directly compare the frequencies measured from different specimens. In order to use the
linear resonance frequency for ASR evaluation, a baseline (initial) measurement for each
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specimen is needed.







































Figure 5.3: Prism linear resonance frequency measurements during testing period













































Figure 5.4: Prism relative linear resonance frequency history
Looking at resonance frequency measurement history, both sets of control specimens
experienced a small increase in resonance frequency due to continued hydration of cement,
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and then remained relatively stable throughout the testing period. The RCA specimens,
on the contrary, saw a large drop in linear resonance frequency during the testing period.
The initial drop for both sets of specimens occurred around 75 days after specimen casting,
which are consistent with the expansion results. The specimens cast with mix design RCA
#1 and RCA #2 experienced a 12.2% and 14.9% drop from their maximum resonance fre-
quency respectively. At approximately 300 days, however, the linear resonance frequency
of both sets of RCA specimens stopped decreasing and remained relatively constant al-
though the expansion was still progressing.
For RFA specimens from both mix designs, their resonance frequency measurement
history is similar to the measurement history of the control specimens, although both sets
of RFA specimens demonstrated clear expansion throughout the testing period. At the
conclusion of the testing period, although both sets of RFA specimens had final expansions
of approximately 0.033%, the final resonance frequency values were slightly higher than
the initial measured resonance frequency. For comparison, at the same expansion level for
the RCA specimens, over a 10% drop in resonance frequency was observed.
The results obtained from RFA specimens and the late stage of RCA specimens present
another limitation in the linear method. At the late stage of RCA specimens, although the
expansions continued to increase with conditioning age, the effect of cracks had reached
a maximum on the modulus of the specimens and the linear resonance frequency was no
longer sensitive to further damage development. ASR damage in the RFA specimens did
not influence the resonance frequency, while the same level of expansion in the RCA spec-
imens caused more than 10% decrease of frequency. It is believed that the difference in
resonance frequency of RCA and RFA specimens was caused by the different microstruc-
tures of ASR induced microcracks. In the RFA specimens, reactive fine aggregates might
cause localized micro-damage that has less of an impact on the skeleton microstructure
and modulus than the relatively large ASR cracks in the RCA specimens. More detailed
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discussions on specimen microstructures are presented in Section 5.5.
5.4 NIRAS
The NIRAS method was used to monitor the nonlinearity of the test samples over the test-
ing period. As a specimen becomes more damaged, microcracks will form which manifest
as an increase in the nonlinearity of the sample due to clapping (closing and opening) and
friction of the crack interfaces. Because of this, monitoring the nonlinearity of a material
can be used track damage development. The nonlinear results obtained from using the
NIRAS method can be seen in Figure 5.5, a plot of nonlinear parameter (α) development
during the time since specimens were cast. Readers may notice that this plot has a remark-
ably similar trend when compared to the expansion results found in Figure 5.2. The control
(undamaged) specimens have a steady, low value consistently around 3 ×10−4.







































Figure 5.5: Prism nonlinear parameter (α) measured over testing period
Both sets of RFA specimens experienced a significant increase in nonlinearity begin-
ning at approximately 200 days, near the same time a large increase in expansion was
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observed. For the RFA specimens, the measured nonlinear parameter (α) increased to a
final value of 28.4 ×10−4 for RFA #1 specimens and to 28.3 ×10−4 for the RFA #2 spec-
imens. These values of nonlinear parameter (α) are over 7 times larger than the average
values of the Control specimens, validating that the nonlinear testing is highly sensitive
to microdamage. The RCA specimens showed an earlier increase in nonlinearity, with a
noticeable change after 75 days had passed in the testing period, the same time when the
expansions started to increase. The final values of nonlinear parameter (α) for the RCA #1
and RCA#2 specimens was found to be 43.5 ×10−4 and 55.1 ×10−4 respectively.
5.5 Petrographic analysis
Petrographic analysis was performed on two samples undergoing ASR to analyze damage
characteristics in the different specimen types. One concrete prism cast from each reac-
tive aggregate, RFA and RCA, was taken at the conclusion of the testing period and cut in
half longitudinally using an electric masonry saw. An Epson high-definition scanner and
an Amscope optical microscope were used to analyze the specimens at low magnifications
(1x-90x). To inspect the samples at higher magnifications (>100x), the Hitachi tabletop
scan electron microscope (SEM) was used. The Hitachi tabletop SEM and Amscope opti-
cal microscope are pictured in Figure5.6(a) and Figure5.6(b) respectively. One sample of
approximately 10 mm by 20 mm was taken from the middle of each specimen. The two
specimens were carefully washed in an ultrasonic bath for three minutes to ensure the ab-
sence of any loose particles and surface dust. Next the samples were wiped, so the surface
was in a dry condition before putting them into epoxy. Once the epoxy was hardened, the
samples were cut using a low-speed electric diamond saw in order to expose a concrete
surface. Multiple locations were observed to draw adequate conclusions.
In order to understand the difference in results between the RCA and RFA specimens in
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: (a)Hitachi tabletop SEM (b) Amscope optical microscope
the resonance frequency test and analyze the damage mechanism in both reactive specimen
types, petrographic analysis was performed on one RFA and one RCA concrete prism at
the end of the testing period. Initially the specimens were imaged (seen in Figure 5.7) using
an Epson high-definition scanner, showing the internal makeup of the specimens. Cracking







Figure 5.7: Images from HD scanner for (a) RFA and (b) RCA specimens
To further analyze the damage in the specimens, low magnification (14x) images (seen
in Figure 5.8) were taken using an Amscope optical microscope. Cracking is not noticed
in the RFA specimen at this magnification, however the presence of a white substance is
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seen throughout the concrete matrix. The image of the RCA specimen highlights a poor








Figure 5.8: Images from optical microscope for (a) RFA and (b) RCA specimens
Lastly, high magnification (>100x) images were taken using the Hitachi tabletop SEM.
Figure 5.9 shows the SEM images taken of the RFA specimen. From these images it can
be seen that very fine microcracks resulting from ASR are present. The RCA SEM images,
shown in Figure 5.10, shows cracking this is noticeably different than the RFA specimens.
The cracking observed in the RCA specimen is larger, while the RFA specimen had exten-
sive, random, very fine microcracks.
The different responses between the RFA and RCA specimens in the linear resonance
frequency test (seen in Section 5.3) may be explained by the different cracking patterns
found in the RFA and RCA specimens. The modulus of concrete, and therefore the linear
resonance frequency, is governed by the overall specimen skeleton, which is composed of
the coarse aggregates and the linkages among them. As ASR developed, localized, very
small microcracks were generated around fine aggregate particles in the RFA specimen.
These widely distributed microcracks do not affect the skeleton until they form an inter-
connected cracking network. In the RCA specimen, larger cracks formed in and around the
coarse aggregates, which weakened the solid skeleton and caused a decrease in the modu-
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Figure 5.9: SEM results for RFA specimen
lus. However, the difference in cracking patterns did not affect the nonlinear response of
concrete specimens, as presented in Figure 6.9, where the nonlinear parameter has an al-
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Figure 5.10: SEM results for RCA specimen
most linear correlation with the expansion for all specimens tested in this study, regardless
of aggregate types and cracking patterns.
5.6 NIRAS and ASR expansion correlation
The similarity between the nonlinear results (Figure 5.5) and expansions (Figure 5.2) in-
dicates a strong correlation between these two measurements. Figure 6.9 shows the cor-
relation between the nonlinear parameter and the expansion for each specimen. A nearly
linear relationship is obtained for all ASR specimens, regardless of their mix design and
type of reactive aggregate. This result indicates that both the expansion and nonlinear re-
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sponse are governed by the internal microcracking damage, and therefore can be used for
quantitative evaluation of ASR damage. Unlike the expansion measurement which needs
a baseline (initial value), the nonlinear parameter can be measured at any time without a
reference measurement. The results validate that the nonlinear parameter α is dominated
by microcracks but not affected by other factors such as aggregate type or gradation.
The nonlinear test results also demonstrate much higher sensitivity than the linear res-
onance frequency measurements. The nonlinear test was able to detect ASR initiation and
damage development in the RFA specimens, and track continuing ASR progression at the
late stage of the RCA specimens, while the linear resonance method could not provide
quantitative evaluation in these two cases. The results presented in this study show that
the nonlinear test is an effective NDT method that provides quantitative evaluation of ASR
damage without needing baseline measurements.













































In this study, a total of eight large concrete specimens were cast and monitored. A fig-
ure depicting all of the large beam specimens in this study can be seen in Figure 6.1. In
summary, two control (undamaged) and six ASR damaged specimens of different lengths,
reinforcements and aggregate types were tested. Specimens were cast in three different
‘groups’, all corresponding to the same conditioning date within each group (date first
exposed to environmental chamber condition). During the testing period, expansion and
linear and nonlinear IE measurements were taken and used to characterize ASR damage.
This chapter will detail the results obtained on the large concrete specimens.
The large specimen expansion history is detailed in Section 6.2. Linear and nonlinear
IE testing was performed on all beam samples, but for simplicity of results an in-depth
analysis on three specific unconfined specimens (Control, RCA 0.61 m and RCA 1.12 m)
over a 187 day testing period (11/27/2019-06/01/2020) are explored in Sections 6.3-6.6.
Three specimens of different damage levels were chosen, to allow for testing of early-age
and late-age ASR damage characterization. In Section 6.7, nonlinear IE results from all


























Figure 6.1: Large specimens used in this study with respective casting and conditioning
dates
damage and material nonlinearity.
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6.2 Expansion
Expansion measurements were taken during environmental chamber shutdowns, approxi-
mately every 2-3 weeks. A detailed explanation of the expansion measurement process is
described in Section 4.4.7. Expansion measurements were taken in the vertical, transverse,
and longitudinal directions of the specimens and summed to determine volumetric expan-
sion. The expansion history of all large specimens can be seen in Figure 6.2, where ‘Day 0’
corresponds to the first day of environmental conditioning for each specimen or in Figure
6.3 where expansion history is plotted against the dates of measurement.



























Control (1.12 m) Unconfined
Control (1.12 m) 2-D
RCA (1.12 m) Unconfined
RCA (1.12 m) 2-D
RFA (1.12 m) Unconfined
RFA (1.12 m) 2-D
RCA (0.61 m) Unconfined
RCA (0.61 m) 2-D
Figure 6.2: Beam volumetric expansion history, expansion vs. condition time
The specimen expansions of the Control beam specimens remained constantly around
0.0%, with slight early-age shrinkage during concrete strengthening. The reactive speci-
mens did experience shrinkage at very early-ages, but quickly expanded due to ASR dam-
age development. The RCA specimens were found to experience significant expansion
sooner than the RFA specimens. All RCA specimens began rapid ASR expansion at ap-
proximately 75 days of specimen conditioning, whereas the RFA specimens did not experi-
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Control (1.12 m) Unconfined
Control (1.12 m) 2-D
RCA (1.12 m) Unconfined
RCA (1.12 m) 2-D
RFA (1.12 m) Unconfined
RFA (1.12 m) 2-D
RCA (0.61 m) Unconfined
RCA (0.61 m) 2-D
Figure 6.3: Beam volumetric expansion history, expansion vs. date
ence rapid expansion until after 100 days for both the unconfined and 2-D RFA specimens.
The reinforcement did not have a consistent impact on specimen expansion across the reac-
tive specimens. The small RCA specimens show minimal difference in expansion between
the unconfined and 2-D confined specimens, whereas the large RCA and RFA specimens
show opposite trends with the unconfined specimen showing greater expansion in the case
of the RCA specimens and the 2-D specimen showing greater expansion in the case of the
RFA specimens.
6.3 Impact-echo mode determination
Figure 6.4(a) shows the frequency spectrum of an IE signal on the Control unconfined
specimen in the vertical direction. The peak frequency 6270.0 Hz is the fundamental
IE frequency. A 2D frequency spectrum image was formed by stacking up a series of
frequency-domain signals with different impact locations presented in a color image (see
Figure 6.4(b)). The bottom horizontal strip around f1=6270 Hz is the fundamental IE
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Figure 6.4: IE results for Control unconfined vertical direction: (a) Frequency spectrum for
a single impact, (b) B-scan image for multiple impact analysis
mode and the top horizontal strip represents the second IE mode, which is around f2=8850
Hz. The ratio between the frequencies of the second and the fundamental IE mode is
f2 = 1.41f1, which agrees with the result given by Lin and Sansalone [36].
Figure 6.5(a) shows the IE signal spectrum on the RCA (0.61 m) unconfined specimen
in the vertical direction with the IE frequency of 6094.7 Hz. The IE frequency is similar
to that of the Control unconfined specimen even though ASR damage is present. The B-
scan image shown in Figure 6.5(b), however, is less clear than that of the Control specimen
(Figure 6.4(b)), which might indicate the presence of damage.
Figure 6.6(a) shows the IE signal spectrum on the RCA (1.12 m) unconfined specimen
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Figure 6.5: IE results for RCA (0.61 m) unconfined vertical direction: (a) Frequency spec-
trum for a single impact, (b) B-scan image for multiple impact analysis
in the vertical direction with the IE frequency of 5092.5 Hz. The IE frequency of the RCA
(1.12 m) unconfined specimen is lower than in the Control specimen, which indicates dam-
age and low velocity. Figure 6.6(b) shows the B-scan image of multiple impacts at different
locations. The fundamental and secondary frequency strip are quite blurry, indicating se-
vere damage in the specimen.
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Figure 6.6: IE results for RCA (1.12 m) unconfined vertical direction: (a) Frequency spec-
trum for a single impact, (b) B-scan image for multiple impact analysis
6.4 Linear impact-echo
The linear impact-echo frequency is determined by measuring the impact-echo frequency
from a single impact during testing. In this testing, the linear IE frequency was taken as the
frequency generated from the first (softest) impact in the nonlinear testing.
Figure 6.7 details the progression of the linear IE frequency of the Control, RCA (0.61
m) unconfined, and RCA (1.12 m) unconfined specimens over the 100 day monitoring
period. The initial specimen ages represent the days, at the beginning of the IE testing
period, since environmental conditioning started for each specimen. The IE frequency
of the Control specimen is stable, so the average Control IE frequency was taken as a
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representative baseline for all three specimens. The normalized linear IE frequency is taken
as a percentage of the linear IE frequency of each specimen compared to the average, stable
Control linear IE frequency.
The results indicate that for the RCA (0.61 m) unconfined specimen the linear IE fre-
quency follows a general trend of decreasing with increasing damage. A limitation of
analyzing the linear IE frequency over time is found in the RCA (1.12 m) unconfined spec-
imen, which did not follow the same trend as the RCA (0.61 m) unconfined specimen.
Once a specimen becomes heavily damaged the linear IE frequency will tend to reach a
maximum decrease, where it will remain relatively constant over time even as damage pro-
gression increases. Over the testing period it was found that the linear IE frequency of the
RCA (0.61 m) unconfined specimen dropped from 97% to 86% of the representative base-
line frequency, whereas the linear IE frequency of the RCA (1.12 m) unconfined specimen
remained at approximately 80% of the representative baseline frequency, although ASR
expansion continued to progress in the specimen during the testing period. This result is
similar to that found from the linear resonance testing in the concrete prisms, where the
drop in linear frequency became saturated and unable to monitor damage progression late
in the testing period.
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Figure 6.7: Normalized linear IE results for Control, RCA (0.61 m) unconfined, and RCA
(1.12 m) unconfined specimens
6.5 Nonlinear impact-echo
Performing nonlinear IE tests over a period of time can be a method to monitor damage
development. A plot of the relationship between test duration and normalized nonlinear
parameter (α) for the Control, RCA (0.61 m) unconfined, and RCA (1.12 m) unconfined
specimen can be found in Figure 6.8. Results are normalized to the average nonlinear pa-
rameter value found for the Control specimen over the test duration (the absolute nonlinear
parameter for each measurement is found above each data point). The initial specimen con-
ditioning ages are indicated on the figure. During the monitoring period it can be observed
that as curing time increases for the reactive specimens, damage increases, and the nonlin-
ear parameter (α) determined by nonlinear IE testing increases. However for the Control
specimen, damage is minimal and does not increase with curing time, so negligible change
in the nonlinear parameter (α) is observed.
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Figure 6.8: Normalized nonlinear IE results for Control, RCA (0.61 m) unconfined, and
RCA (1.12 m) unconfined specimens
6.6 Comparison of linear and nonlinear impact-echo results
Table 6.1 gives a summary of the linear and nonlinear IE test results from the final testing
session for the three concrete specimens. The numbers shown in parentheses represent the
linear or nonlinear results normalized to the average Control results.
For nonlinear IE results, the trend of the three α parameters show good agreement with
the trend of the vertical expansions in the three specimens (-0.009%, 0.242%, and 0.424%).
Because the nonlinear parameter α is a measurement of the nonlinearity of the material, it
can be used to compare the damage levels between the test specimens. Based on testing
of various specimens, an α value of around 2×10−4 characterizes a control specimen and
a value above 10×10−4 represents concrete damage with surface cracks. The linear IE
frequency of the RCA (0.61 m) unconfined specimen drops to 86% of the frequency of
the Control specimen, while the nonlinear parameter is 45 times larger than the average
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value of the Control specimen. The nonlinear parameter of the RCA (1.12 m) unconfined
specimen in the vertical direction is even 79 times larger than the nonlinear parameter of the
Control, while the linear IE frequency experienced a drop to 81% of the frequency of the
Control specimen. Therefore, the nonlinear IE method is much more sensitive to material
damage than the linear IE method.
Table 6.1: Comparison of final linear and nonlinear impact-echo results (values in paren-








Control Unconfined -0.009% 6244.2 (100%) 1.28 (0.65)
RCA (0.61 m) Unconfined 0.242% 5382.0 (86%) 88.4 (45)
RCA (1.12 m) Unconfined 0.424% 5047.7 (81%) 155 (79)
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the linear IE frequency and nonlinear IE results normalized to
the average values of the Control specimen. Analysis of the linear IE frequency over time
is able to be used to detect early to moderate damage stages. However, there is a limit to
the amount of damage it is able to detect. The RCA (1.12 m) unconfined specimen does not
experience a continued drop in linear IE frequency although the expansion of the specimen
continues to progress. The nonlinear results are able to detect the development of damage
at high damage levels, as seen by the continued progression of nonlinear parameter α in
the RCA (1.12 m) unconfined specimen.
The linear IE frequency is affected by many factors not contributing to damage, such
as the length of the specimen and the materials used for casting, so it cannot be easily used
to compare between different specimens. Detecting damage by analyzing the linear IE
frequency can only be done with a baseline measurement that indicates the initial condition
of the specimen before damage was introduced. By contrast, the nonlinear IE method
can be used at any time to characterize the condition of a specimen, without any baseline
measurement.
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6.7 Nonlinear impact-echo and ASR expansion correlation
Figure 6.9 compares the progression of the nonlinear parameter (α) of the seven specimens
to their respective vertical and transverse direction expansions at the time of nonlinear test-
ing during the testing period. For the unconfined specimens, damage is assumed to be rela-
tively uniform, so the nonlinear IE results and expansions are averaged in both the vertical
and transverse directions. However, the confinement in the 2-D confined enables nonuni-
form damage, therefore the results in both the vertical and transverse directions are plotted
separately. It was found that the nonlinear IE method was able to differentiate between
expansions in both vertical and transverse directions of the 2-D confined specimens.
The control specimen has a negligible nonlinear parameter (α) throughout the duration
of the testing period, remaining around 2×10−4. It can be seen that for the damaged spec-
imens, that as damage increases and expansion increases, the nonlinear parameter (α) also
increases. This relationship is shown across several specimens consisting of various lengths
and mix designs, which indicates that the nonlinear IE method can be used to quantitatively
evaluate ASR damage by correlating the nonlinear parameter (α) to expansion.
The linear IE frequency of a specimen can be monitored over time to track damage
development, but because it is affected by several factors unrelated to damage development,
a baseline frequency measurement would be needed to show how much the frequency has
dropped over time. The nonlinear parameter (α) is a measurement of the nonlinearity of
the material property, and is not affected by the specimen cross-section, so no baseline
measurements are needed. This allows for quantitative damage assessment of concrete
specimens at any point in time.
The nonlinear parameter (α) measured in this study, however, has a unit of 1/(m/s2).
The acceleration, measured by an accelerometer, depends on the cross-section dimensions
of the test specimens. For an exact comparison of specimens of different cross-section
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dimensions, converting acceleration to strain is necessary.
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Concrete prisms and large concrete specimens undergoing ASR were monitored and stud-
ied. To detect and characterize the ASR damage, several methods were used including
linear and nonlinear acoustic NDT techniques. In both small and large specimens, the lin-
ear techniques used (resonance frequency and IE test) were not able to consistently and
accurately detect the ASR damage development in the specimens. The nonlinear tech-
niques utilized in this study, NIRAS and nonlinear IE, were found to be highly sensitive
to ASR damage and were used to build quantitative relationships between ASR damage
and material nonlinearity. Findings and results from the concrete prisms and large concrete
specimens are detailed in the following section.
7.2 Conclusions
7.2.1 Concrete prisms
Chapter 5 presents experimental results using linear and nonlinear NDT tests to evaluate
ASR damage in concrete. The investigated concrete specimens included several mix de-
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signs, utilizing two different innocuous and reactive aggregates (one fine and one coarse),
which resulted in different levels of ASR damage and cracking patterns. The specimens
were conditioned in an environmental chamber for over one year, and expansion measure-
ments and NDT test results were recorded. The test results demonstrate the feasibility
of using nonlinear acoustic resonance methods for quantitative NDT evaluation of ASR
damage. Major findings from the experimental studies are shown below:
1. The ASR damage development between the specimens using different reactive ag-
gregates was found to be distinct. The specimens cast with the RFA were slow to
develop ASR damage, with noticeable damage being first detected through expan-
sion measurements at approximately 200 days. However, the specimens cast with
the RCA developed damage much earlier, at approximately 75 days.
2. Petrographic analysis at the end of the testing period showed the RCA and RFA spec-
imens had different cracking patterns. The RCA specimen displayed large and wide
cracks, whereas the RFA specimen had many extensive microcracks that could only
be observed in SEM images. This difference may lead to their different responses in
the linear resonance frequency test. The large cracks in the RCA specimen reduced
the specimen stiffness and resonance frequency, whereas the microcracks in the RFA
specimen did not affect the stiffness of the solid skeleton during the test period.
3. Monitoring the linear resonance frequency of the specimens over time was able to
detect ASR initiation and track its development in the RCA specimens. The two sets
of RCA specimens experienced more than a 10% drop in resonance frequency, but
the frequency change became stable and unable to detect damage at the late stage
(after 300 days). The resonance frequency test could not detect ASR damage in
the RFA specimens altogether, although the expansion history clearly indicated ASR
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development. These results present limitations of the linear resonance method for
evaluation of ASR damage at both early and late stages.
4. The NIRAS method is highly sensitive to ASR damage and was able to detect damage
in both the RFA and RCA specimens. In the RFA specimens the material nonlinear-
ity measured as nonlinear parameter (α) increased to a final value of 28.4 ×10−4 for
RFA #1 specimens and to 28.3 ×10−4 for the RFA #2 specimens. These values of
nonlinear parameter (α) are almost one order of magnitude larger than the average
values of the Control specimens. For the RCA specimens, the final values of non-
linear parameter (α) for the RCA #1 and RCA#2 specimens was found to be 43.5
×10−4 and 55.1 ×10−4 respectively.
5. The test results show a strong linear correlation between the nonlinear parameter (α)
and expansion for all specimens investigated in this study. This linear relationship in
Figure 6.9 can be used to quantitatively evaluate the ASR damage level of a concrete
specimen using the NIRAS test. This relationship also indicates the results from the
NIRAS method are directly related to microcracking/cracking damage and are not
affected by aggregate type. The nonlinear test allows for damage characterization
without a baseline measurement.
7.2.2 Large beam specimens
The nonlinear impact-echo method was proposed and investigated for concrete damage
evaluation. By combining the practical advantages of the IE test and high sensitivity of
nonlinear acoustic analysis, the proposed nonlinear IE test method provides a practical so-
lution for evaluation of large concrete specimens with improved accuracy. The nonlinear
IE method is validated on concrete beam specimens of different lengths with different lev-
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els of ASR damage. Major findings from the experimental studies on the large concrete
specimens are shown below:
1. The nonlinear IE test method is easy to apply and the test results are not affected
by the length and support condition of the specimens. Therefore, this method is
applicable for damage evaluation on large specimens.
2. The nonlinear IE method needs to identify the IE mode first, which sometimes can
be challenging. A new analysis method is proposed that uses multiple impacts at
different locations and stacks up the frequency spectra to identify the IE modes.
3. The nonlinear IE method is more sensitive than the linear IE method and does not
require baseline measurements. Comparing the test results of the RCA (1.12 m)
unconfined specimen and the Control specimen, the linear IE frequency is approx-
imately 19% less than that of the Control, while the nonlinear IE parameter α in-
creases to 79 times larger than the Control specimen. While the linear frequency
reaches a maximum decrease and no longer could be used to monitor damage devel-
opment, the nonlinear IE parameter α continues to increase proportionally to damage
development.
4. The RCA (0.61 m) unconfined and the RCA (1.12 m) unconfined specimen have
different levels of damage with final vertical expansions of 0.242% and 0.424%.
The final nonlinear IE parameter α values for these specimens are 88.4×10−4 and
155×10−4 respectively. The nonlinear IE parameter α corresponds well with their
damage development even though they were cast at different times and are different
lengths.
5. Figure 6.9 indicates a clear relationship between the nonlinear IE parameter α and
ASR expansion that can be used to classify the damage level of a specimen at any
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point in time. In the future, multiple ASR specimens will be continuously monitored
and results will be used to build a quantitative correlation between the nonlinear pa-
rameter and ASR expansion, which can be used to evaluate the ASR damage using
nondestructive tests. Although the nonlinear IE test presented in this study was per-
formed on beam members with square cross-sections, it is believed that it can also
be applied to plates and other members that show the similar thickness resonance
modes. Therefore, the presented nonlinear IE test method may have broad applica-
tions to concrete structure evaluation.
7.3 Recommendations for future work
7.3.1 Effect of aggregate crushing on ASR development
During the testing of the concrete prisms (detailed and discussed in Chapter 5) it was found
that for the mix designs including the reactive coarse aggregate, the specimens cast with
crushed coarse aggregates responded differently than the specimens cast without any ag-
gregate crushing. The prisms that were cast using coarse aggregates that were crushed
experienced significantly more ASR damage when compared prisms cast with coarse ag-
gregates that were not crushed, despite the fact that the prisms with the crushed reactive
coarse aggregate had a lower alkali content (1.25% compared to 1.50% Na2Oeq by mass of
cement).
Further investigation could be performed to understand what caused the difference in
the reactivity levels in the separate mixes. In the second set of prisms the coarse aggregates
were crushed to meet the gradation requirements of ASTM C1293 and a representative
sample of the aggregate was taken in its present condition for the first set of prisms. The
inconsistency in the reactivity levels could be caused in part by the different aggregate
gradation. However, the crushing process itself that was necessary to meet the gradation
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requirements in the second set of prisms might have played a role as well. The crushing
process exposed the inside of the reactive coarse aggregates and generated a powder derived
from the aggregates, which may have influenced the amount of ASR damage the prisms
underwent.
If the crushing process does lead to higher levels of reactivity, the resulting reactivity
classification obtained from ASTM C1293 could be misleading. If an aggregate will not
be crushed in field use, but is crushed when performing ASTM C1293, misclassifications
of aggregate reactivity level could be made. Testing could be performed to understand the
effect that crushing has on the expansion levels of concrete specimens and investigate ways
to mitigate this effect, such as thoroughly washing the aggregates to remove any powder.
7.3.2 Further validation of nonlinear impact-echo test
In Section 3.4 the nonlinear IE technique was proposed for ASR damage assessment on
large-scale concrete structures, and was validated from the results on the large beam spec-
imens in this study as detailed in Section 6.7. Since this method is new and has only been
validated on the beam specimens in this study, further work could be performed to obtain
results on large plate specimens or field structures. Applying the nonlinear IE technique,
in correspondence with a proven method, at multiple locations of a large plate specimen to
track damage progression over time would be helpful in validating the applicability of the
method to field settings.
7.3.3 Effect of specimen dimension
The effect of specimen dimension on nonlinear IE testing was discussed in Section 3.4.5.
Validation of the conclusions drawn about the cross-section dimensional effect could be
performed on specimens of various sizes. Confirming the derived relationship would allow
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for direct comparison between test results of specimens of varying cross-sections and sizes
and effective and convenient damage characterization of field structures.
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